
KAIVAC® NO-TOUCH CLEANING® SYSTEMS

Complete Clean. 
Healthy Results.



 

KAIVAC NO-TOUCH CLEANING® SYSTEMS
When it comes to restrooms and other heavily soiled areas, nothing beats Spray-and-Vac cleaning.  
Kaivac’s No-Touch Cleaning® systems are built for extreme soil removal, empowering workers to clean 
hygienically without touching contaminated surfaces. Plus, it cuts labor, chemical, and equipment costs. 

COMPACT

KaiVac® 1250
Designed for smaller 
facilities and budgets.

MID-SIZE 

KaiVac® 1750
Fits a wide range  
of facilities.

LARGEST CAPACITY

KaiVac® 2750
Ideal for super-sized 
cleaning needs.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

Kaivac has developed a number of add-on accessories that allow you to clean just about any 
surface or area throughout your facility. These versatile accessories not only improve productivity 
and expand cleaning capabilities, but they can also stretch your budget by eliminating the need 
for additional equipment.



 

K A I VA C ®  N O - T O U C H   C L E A N I N G ®  S Y S T E M S

Hygienically remove soil, germs, and other indoor pollutants that traditional   
cleaning tools like mops and wipes leave behind. Kaivac’s multipurpose No-Touch 
Cleaning® systems are built to tackle just about any surface and space in any facility 
type, reducing the risk of disease-causing organisms throughout the building.

Just use the low-pressure fan spray, apply the cleaning solution to the fixtures and the floors and then rinse 
with clean water from the water tank, and… DONE. It’s truly that simple. The powerful, onboard indoor pressure 
washer flushes out grout lines and tight places that mops can’t reach. Finally, just vacuum the floor dry — 
completely removing water and contaminants from all surfaces, leaving the floor virtually dry and soil free.

Kind of a no-brainer, right?

FOR RESTROOMS AND BEYOND

SEE THE NO-TOUCH 
CLEANING SYSTEM 

IN ACTION

  FEATURES + BENEFITS
+  Clean virtually any surface throughout 

the building.

+  Removes more than 99.9% of  
targeted bacteria when used with plain 
tap water only.

+  Clean in one-third the time of 
conventional cleaning methods — 
reducing labor costs and restroom 
closure time.

+  Up to 60x more efficient in removing 
bacteria from grout lines than mopping.

+   Improve equipment cost efficiencies 
with a multipurpose system vs. multiple 
single purpose tools.

+    All No-Touch models offer battery and 
corded versions.

 +    Certified by the National Floor  
Safety Institute (NFSI) for providing 
high traction.



 

LONG-RANGE VACUUM HOSE

Allows the vacuum to reach near 
and far, cleaning large areas 

efficiently and completely.

POWERFUL VACUUM MOTOR

Unmatched soil and liquid 
removal leaves area dry and 
ready for use.

All Kaivac No-Touch Cleaning® Systems feature the components shown here.

500 PSI PUMP

Apply cleaning solutions 
and fresh water rinsing with 
powerful pump pressure.

VACUUM WAND WITH  
GROUT BRUSH

Sturdy, one-piece wand made 
of aircraft aluminum with high-

performance Squeegee Blades for 
maximum extraction.

SEPARATE VACUUM AND 
FRESH WATER TANKS

Ensures you always 
clean with fresh water.

FAST-SWAP BLACK BOX

Engine compartment is 
easily removable for quick 

repair or exchange.

LONG-RANGE SPRAY LINE

Reaches great lengths while 
the system remains parked.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

MID-SIZE 

KaiVac® 1750
Perfect for a wide range of facilities.

KAITUTOR™ ONBOARD  
TRAINING (NOT SHOWN)

Video training system leads  
the operator through the 

cleaning process.

Our most-popular system combines ample 
capacity, space efficiency and a compelling 
price to deliver exceptional value and a 
quick return on investment.

Dimensions  40" × 28" × 22" (H x L x W) 
Capacity  17 Gallon / 64.35 L

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Allows free and quick movement at any time  
of the day throughout the facility.

POWER CORD
Allows the user to cover extensive areas by 
unwrapping length of power cord as needed.

FLEXIBLE 
POWER OPTIONS 
AVAILABLE

HEPA FILTER

Traps harmful indoor pollutants 
to improve indoor air quality
*Not available on KaiVac® 1250



 

This smaller system with its 12 gallon fresh 
water capacity, delivers the same cleaning 
power that KaiVac is known for. 

Ideal for elementary schools, hospitals and clinics, 
nursing homes, restaurants, retail, office buildings 
and more.

Dimensions  38" × 22" × 20" (H x L x W) 
Capacity  12 Gallon / 45.42 L

This large-capacity, highly maneuverable 
system delivers superb cleaning power for 
your super-sized cleaning needs. 

Ideal for large facilities, such as airports, stadiums, 
factories, convention centers, warehouses, large 
hospitals, and more.

Dimensions  48" × 33" × 23" (H x L x W) 
Capacity  27 Gallon / 102.2 L

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

COMPACT

KaiVac® 1250
Designed for smaller facilities and budgets.

LARGEST CAPACITY

KaiVac® 2750
Ideal for super-sized cleaning needs.



KAIVAC® DISPENSE-AND-VAC SYSTEM

Achieve Hygienic 
Results.



  FEATURES + BENEFITS
+   Leaves floors clean and dry, which  

means reduced slip and fall accidents  
and immediate availability.

+   Reduces cleaning times and chemical 
costs while producing better results.

+   Developed using rigorous scientific 
measurement, it actually gets floors  
clean enough to eat from. 

+   Greatly reduces the risk of cross-
contamination.

+   Easy to maintain and repair —  
no technician needed.

+     Perfect for restroom floors, kitchen 
cleaning and degreasing, grouted  
floors, entrance ways, spill pick-up,  
flood pick-up and floor stripping.

+   Certified by the National Floor Safety 
Institute (NFSI) for providing high 
traction.

K A I VA C ®  D I S P E N S E - A N D - VA C  S Y S T E M

Don’t let dirty, greasy floors drive customers and employees away — or take them 
down. When it comes to keeping restrooms and commercial kitchens clean,   
nothing beats the Dispense-and-Vac. Floors can be difficult and expensive to 
maintain, but this cleaning system offers a practical, low cost “no-mop” solution.

The Kaivac Dispense-and-Vac system offers a simple, fast approach to cleaner, safer floors. Its extreme 
cleaning capabilities enable hygienic results in even the heaviest soil and grease conditions. In fact, like 
most Kaivac systems, it’s up to 60 times better at removing soil and contaminants than mopping.

Don’t just clean it. Kaivac it.

CLEAN KITCHENS AND RESTROOMS

SEE THE KAIVAC  
DISPENSE-AND-VAC  

SYSTEM IN ACTION



VARIABLE FLOW SPIGOT

Allows operators to manage 
amount of cleaning solution 

dispensed on the floor.

ERGONOMIC 
SPEED SPREADER

Rapidly spreads cleaning 
solution that was dispensed 

through the spigot.

KAIVAC  
DISPENSE-AND-VAC SYSTEM
Just apply fresh cleaning solution to the floor, spread and lightly 
brush into grout lines, and then completely vacuum away all soils 
and liquid, leaving floors really clean and bone dry. It’s perfect for 
daily cleaning and degreasing commercial floors. It’s also great 
for applying and removing stripper on finished floors. The process 
is radically better, faster and safer than cleaning with a mop.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

ONE-PIECE  
VACUUM WAND

Made of aircraft aluminum  
with high-performance  
Squeegee Blades for 
maximum extraction.

KAITUTOR™ 
ONBOARD 
TRAINING

Video training 
system leads  
the operator 
through the 

cleaning process.

10-GALLON  
SELF-DISPENSING  
BUCKET  

No-splash design  
ensures only fresh solution, 
degreaser, stripper  
or finish is ever used.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY (OPTIONAL)
Allows free and quick movement at any 
time of the day throughout the facility.

POWER CORD
Allows the user to cover extensive areas by 
unwrapping length of power cord as needed.

FLEXIBLE 
POWER OPTIONS

POWERFUL WET VACUUM

With crush-proof hose 
completely removes soils  
and liquids from every area.

EASY FLUSHING DUMP HOSE

Allows quick draining of 
vacuum tank contents into  
a suitable toilet or sink.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.



KAIVAC® AUTOVAC STRETCH™ SYSTEM

Stretch 
Your Resources.



 

K A I VA C ®  A U T O VA C  S T R E T C H ™  C L E A N I N G  S Y S T E M

Don’t let dirty hallways, cafeterias, warehouses or fitness areas drive customers 
and guests away. The AutoVac Stretch System is designed to clean wide-area 
hard surface floors with its extreme soil removal technology, sustainable green 
cleaning and autoscrubber performance at a fraction of the cost.

Just open the spigot to release the cleaning solution, turn the vacuum motor to “on” and start walking to evenly 
spread the solution across the floor while simultaneously vacuuming, and… DONE. It’s truly that simple. When 
the vacuum tank becomes full, the operator has the option to empty the filtered contents back into the solutions 
tank to continue cleaning. The unique one-fill process and recycling option significantly saves on water and 
chemical usage while reducing cleaning time.

Kind of a no-brainer, right?

CLEAN MORE WITH LESS 

SEE THE AUTOVAC  
STRETCH IN ACTION

  FEATURES + BENEFITS
+  Cleans 25,000+ sq. ft. per hour by 

eliminating unnecessary trips to refill

+  Removes 99.8% of targeted soil 
leaving floors cleaner and shinier

+  Reduces cleaning chemical usage by 
66% and water usage by 75% or more

+  Extreme soil removal technology 
enables users to reuse or “recycle” 
the cleaning solution without loss of 
cleaning effectiveness

+  Easy to learn and use with the 
KaiTutor™ onboard video  
training system

+   Extremely low cost of ownership

+  Meets LEED requirements for 
sustainable cleaning equipment

+    Easy to maintain and repair —  
no technician needed

+    Universal quick-change Power Pack 
can be used with all Kaivac battery-
enabled systems



TRANSFER SPIGOT (NOT SHOWN)

Transfers filtered cleaning solution 
from the vacuum/solution tank 
into the trolley-bucket for re-use.

KAIVAC AUTOVAC STRETCH  
CLEANING SYSTEM
The AutoVac Stretch is a simple high-speed system for 
cleaning wide-area hard surface floors. Kaivac’s extreme soil 
removal technology combined with its unique recycling option 
enables unprecedented cleaning range and productivity in a 
walk-behind machine — without loss of cleaning effectiveness.

28” DROP-DOWN 
SQUEEGEE HEAD

Efficiently removes soils 
and solution, leaving  
floors clean and dry.

MICROFIBER  
PAD AND FRAME

For evenly spreading 
cleaning solution.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Allows free and quick movement at any time of the day throughout the facility.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

POWERED BY

10-GALLON TROLLEY- 
BUCKET WITH CONVENIENT 
“THUMB THROTTLE”

Trolley-Bucket holds 
10 gallons of clean and 
fresh solution. Elongated 
spigot handle with “thumb 
throttle” allows users to 
control the spigot flow at 
their fingertips.

KAITUTOR™ 
ONBOARD TRAINING

Video training system 
leads the operator through 
the cleaning process.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

Autovac Stretch is certified by Green 
Seal® for Environmental Innovation 
based on reduced environmental 
toxicity, waste minimization, use of 
verified environmentally-preferable 
products, and conservation of energy 
and water. GreenSeal.org

NO-DRIP 
STORAGE TRAY

Convenient location to 
store optional vacuum 

wand or speed spreader.

INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH  
VACUUM MOTOR

Enables unmatched soil removal.

        10-GALLON VACUUM 
TANK WITH EASY- 

FLUSHING DUMP HOSE

Vacuum tank holds 10 
gallons of recovered 

cleaning solution. Dump 
hose allows quick and 
ergonomic draining of 
vacuum tank contents.



Stop the Mop.

KAIVAC® UNIVAC™ SYSTEM



  FEATURES + BENEFITS
+  Reduces cleaning times and chemical 

costs while producing better results

+  Up to 60x better at removing soil  
and contaminants than mopping

+  Reduces the risk of costly slip-and-fall 
accidents

+  Cuts water use by up to 75%, and 
reduces chemical use by 2/3 or more

+    Easy to maintain and repair —  
no technician needed

+   Optimized for high grease 
environments like food service  
and industrial facilities 

+  Also great for restroom floors, grouted 
floors, flood recovery, spill pick-up and 
weather-related cleaning

 

Just dispense solution through the throttle spigot, rapidly spread it across the floor with the ergo speed 
scrubber and vacuum up all the soil and water, and… DONE. It’s truly that simple. Floors are left clean,   
dry and hygienic, reducing cost and cleaning times, conserving water and chemicals, and decreasing  
slip-and-fall accidents to create a safer working environment. Plus, the ease of use, time savings and 
improved ergonomics make it an employee favorite.

Kind of a no-brainer, right?

K A I VA C ®  U N I VA C ™  C L E A N I N G  S Y S T E M

Don’t let dirty, greasy floors drive customers and employees away — or cause 
them to fall. The UniVac system is designed to tackle even the most built up 
grime that antiquated mops just can’t. Developed using rigorous scientific 
measurement, it gets floors clean enough to eat from.

CLEANER, SAFER FLOORS 

SEE THE UNIVAC  
IN ACTION



LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Allows free and quick movement at any 
time of the day throughout the facility.

KAIVAC UNIVAC 
CLEANING SYSTEM
The Univac system offers a simple approach to 
cleaner, safer floors in a nimble single-piece package, 
ideal for congested areas with limited storage. Its 
extreme cleaning capabilities enable hygienic results 
in even the heaviest soil and grease conditions, 
leaving floors really clean and bone dry.

CORDED
Optional AC model and GFCI extension 
cord enables long-range cleaning.

EASY-FLUSHING 
DUMP HOSE

Allows quick and 
ergonomic draining of 

vacuum tank contents into 
a suitable toilet or sink.

Protected by multiple US patents. Multiple patents pending.

VARIABLE FLOW SPIGOT (NOT SHOWN)

Manages exact amount of solution 
dispensed to the floor, maximizing 
efficiency while producing better results.

ONE-PIECE VACUUM WAND WITH  
GROUT BRUSH AND SQUEEGEE HEAD

Allows users to deep clean grouted floors 
and under equipment and seating.

ERGONOMIC 
SPEED SPREADER

Rapidly spreads the cleaning   
solution that was dispensed 
through the spigot.

1O-GALLON SOLUTION/ 
RECOVERY TANK

Holds 10 gallons of solution in tank.  
Minimizes footprint for easy 
storage and maneuverability.

FLEXIBLE 
POWER OPTIONS

POWERFUL WET VACUUM

Thoroughly removes soils 
and contaminants.

CRUSH-PROOF HOSE

Allows the vacuum to  
reach near and far.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications

UniVac is certified by Green Seal® 
for Environmental Innovation 

based on reduced environmental 
toxicity, waste minimization, use of 
verified environmentally-preferable 

products, and conservation of 
energy and water. GreenSeal.org
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